This issue contains many articles, case reports of interest for the global readers. Article by K. Sheela on preventive care of COVID-19 in healthcare workers is nicely elaborated and useful in the present COVID pandemic in India. Harvesting of connective tissue grafts by Diksha R. Agarwal is Informative. Hematological profile of patients with various types of malaria is useful to postgraduates of Pathology and Medicine. Histopathological spectrum of appendicular lesion by R. K. Chandrakar is quite useful for junior residents especially in Pathology. Study of MRI brain images for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease is interesting for the neurophysicists. Efficacy of Ayurveda treatment in Rheumatoid arthritis by Wairagade et al. is nicely covered and useful in treatment of chronic cases. It is not possible for me to cover all articles in the note, all are excellent and academic feast for global medical readers, but I am sure that our young researchers and especially postgraduates, doctors would take the maximum benefit out of them. For a high IF, and Pubmed we need to have more of good quality original articles with high citation values. All senior members are urged to submit their prime research work and consider IJCRR as their first-choice journal. Further, suggestions of any type, especially related to any columns to be included, are most welcome. The articles will help postgraduates in their outlook to problematic cases.

My sincere appeal to authors that though we have achieved SCOPUS indexing it is just a beginning. We have to keep up our moto of journal for Pubmed/Medline with skillful execution, dedication hard work and increasing our citations. In this COVID – 19 pandemic, stay home stay safe take care”. Any research articles on COVID-19 are most welcome, will be accepted on priority basis, provided it should be innovative and useful in this Corona Pandemic.